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Repercussions .9f cuts.felt
at nearby Research Park
"As funds decrease for UCF,
companies
may be less apt to
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
invest in thisarea,"Wallace said.
Just like most students, CenHowever, Dr. Leslie L. Ellis,
tral Florida Research Park may director of the Office for Resoon be feeling the effects of search Park Affairs and chair• UCF education cutbacks.
man of the Orange County ReThis serves as an example of search and Development Auhow broad the effects of the cut- thority commented, "Youare not
backs will be and how Central finding some 'odd' situation at
Florida's economic standing UCF which won't be found in
couldincur additional hardships any of the other union states."
as a result.
Nevertheless, the decline ofexResearch Park's executive di- pansion plans would jeopardize
rect.or,Joe Wallace,explainedthR°t one of the park's goals of enhancthe primary reasons for the park's ing Orange County's econo~c
existencehave been tobenefitUCF standing. This primary goal is to
financially and academically.
increase the county's tax base by

by Ann Marie Sikes

offering high-paying positions to
graduating students in the Central Florida area Wallace explained that these well-payingpositions will encourage greater
spendingonhigh-ticketpurchases
such as homes, promoting a
healthy economy.
Wallace continued by explaining that when a company
is considering making a capital
investment that generally spans UCF's Research Park may suffer a decline in expansion
a30-40yearperiod, it must care- as S 'result Of State budget CUtS. (John Rivera/FUTURE)
fully consider the many'facets of
the community and its economic
"If UCF is receiving budget ers aren't getting what they
standing. This insures a com- cuts, classes aren't getting want, the industry is going to
pany that it is making a secure funded, students aren't getting
investment for the future.
what they want and researchPARK continued page 3

Top student finalist from UCF
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by Sandy l~ln
CENTRAL FLORIDA Fl.}TURE

The soon to be announced 1992 Florida College
Student of the Year may be a student here at
UCF. Florida's premier student magazine, Florida
Leader, has chosen seven finalists for their fifth
annual Florida College Student ofthe Year award,
including Lindsey Dedow, a UCFjuniormajoring
in psychology.
Florida Leaderfocuses on many issues concerning education, students, Florida schools and
college living.
W.H. "Butch" Oxendine Jr., the magazine's
publisher, said that the goal of the magazine is to
"challenge Florida students to think, care, debate
and be in important issues and events that affect
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the future."
·
The statewide contest, focuses on college
students who work to support themselves
through school, demonstrate superior academic
proficiency and show an involvement in social
and academic issues.
.Dedow's overall 3.84 GPA has given her a
place in several honor societies, including Golden
Key, which nationally recognizes the top 15 percent of junior and senior level college students.
She is also a peer advisor for the psychology
department although her largest campu8 involvement is co-founding and directing Volunteer UCF..
Polly Tonsetic, program advisor for Volunteer
UCF who introduced the contest to Dedow, said,

_ LEADER continued page.3

SG to heighten strident awareness ,
by Sandra Pedicinl
STAFF REPORTER

Student Government members will take part in a little selfpromotion next week when Senate-funded SGAwareness Week
kicks off. ·
SG Awareness Week will
consist of three major activities
designed to teach students more
about the organization.
At 7 p.m. Tuesday, SG sena·' - tors will host a workshop in the
University Dining Room for clubs
and organizations. Senators will
teach members of any active UCF
·organizationhowtoworkwith the
senate to obtain funding for their
projects and competitions.
"The key is to get organizations
involved," Sen. Ana
MISSUCF1992
Bugdadi·said.
Amy Reese sang "Adele's Laughing Song" in the pagBugdadi .said that even
eant Monday night. See story on page 4. (Ph1mp Masters1FuTURE) though the senate has to keep a

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

Student Government Awareness Week
March 30-April 3
Student Government will be offering advice to student organizations on obtaining funding from the SG Senate as well as
informing students about the overall functions of the SG
Association.
Events will take place:
•Tuesday- A workshop will be held at 7 p.m. in the
University Dining Room.
• Wednesday-:- A fair will be in progress from 11 a.m.- 2
p.m. on the green.
•Thursday-A weekly senate meeting will be held at4 p.m.
on the green.
For more information contact the SG offices at ext. 2191.
watchful eye on its budget she
doesn't feel like enough organizations attempt to get funding.
The school benefits when more
organizations request funding,
she said, even if senators have to
deny or cut some of the requests.
"The more organizations that
apply, the more competition that

there's going to be to really create worthwhile programs," she
said.
On Wednesday from 11 a.m.2 p.m. SG will host a fair on the
green. The various branches
of SG, such as Recreation Ser-

SG continued page 4
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MEDIUM PIZZA
WITH UNLIMITED
TOPPINGS

•

: Get a second for just $4 (no double portions, please).

•

I

I

I
I
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omy $9.991

Tax not included. Valid at participating stores only.
Not valid with any other offer. Delivery
areas limited to ensure safe driving.
Drivers carry less than $20.00.
.© 1992 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Coupon Necessary

•

Expires 4/9/92

------------1

•

ROOMMATE

PLEASER

•

oalyS6.99!
I
~""'.....~ ...,.,,~-~·""·"•."'· -M·•"'·,~- •""1

Available in Pan or Original.
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NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE .
®DOMINO'S

m

How You Like Pizza At Home.

•

Medium Pizza with TWO toppings and TWO
cans of Coca-Cola® classic or diet Coke®.

.

·

•

Tax not included. Valid at participating stores only.
Not valid with any other offer. Delivery
areas limited to ensure safe driving.

Drivers carry less than $20.00.
• · .© 1992 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Coupon Necessary

•

Expires 4/9/92

------------~

IARGE PIZZA AT
AMEDIUM PRICE!_

CALL NOW!

SERVING U.C.F.

•

•

Order your favorite Large pizza and pay
1
1 the price of a Medium of equal value at
I regular menu price.

896-3030

1
1

I
I

12213 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

Ml
•

.

·

- ·

I

Coupon

..

Tax not included. Valid at participating stores only.
Not valid with any other offer. Delivery
areas limited to ensure safe driving.
Drivers carry less than $20.00.
© 1992 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Nece~ry

·

Expires 4/9/92
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-MEET THE PRESIDENT
Dr. John Bill
12 - 2 PRI
-UCF·s Main Cafeteria
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Ax set to grlncf
$3 million more
by Francis J. Allman

UCF BUDGET CUT BREAKDOWN
TOTAL = $3.1 million
Instruction and Research
$ 2.3 Million

Area campuses

fa.Ce bani times
by Rebecca Falcon
NEWS EDITOR

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PARK

The second step of the marketing plan involves the
planning for facilities w accommodate company needs.
FROM PAGE 1
He added that once a company has made the mental
take a harder look at the university and consider whether commitment that it wants w be near the university, the
it can produce students they want and research they need, arrangements for facilities is relatively easy in compariwhen they need it and at a high quality level,"Wallace said. son to step one.
Dr.Ellisexplainedthattheparkhasalwaysbeeninterested
Although Wallace has noticed that the recession is
in conducting business with specific types of companies.
improving, he is now faced with the education budget"We work with companies and/or corporations which ing cUlemmas. Ellis reinforced Wallace's observation,
will be both receptive and resourceful in the support of the saying "So far as we can tell, we feel that we are at the
university's efforts," Ellis said.
~~~~~~~~~ tail end of an economic downturn that is
He added that UCF is fortunate to have the
recovering."
park at so close, serving as an economic buffer
''The effects
A second entrance off of Alafaya Trail
will be, fOf the has already been constructed in anticipawhen times get difficult for UCF.
"Other Florida universities are already¥ a
tion ofcontinued expansion a8 the recession
disadvantage simply because they don't have
most part,
improves. allace explained that the decia technological park like Central Florida Reindirect."
sion whave the new entrance and roads in
search Park near them," he said.
place was due to the cost effectiveness as a
To entice companies tD make their invest• Joe Wallace result of the recession. He stressed the
ments in the park, Wallace uses a two-step marRESEARCH PARK
importance of planning the infrastructures
ketingplan. Wallaceexplainedthatthefirstlevel, • • • • • • • • • before the projects, making an indirect relation with the planning problems that led to the education
which consists ofabout 70-80percentoftheplan's
make-up, involves building a "marriage" between each com- hardships.
The budgeting problems have Wallace concerned, but
pany and UCF. Thus, the concern over the budget cuts' effects
on building these "marriages" is due tD the uncertainties that he doesn't anticipate any immediate problems. "The
will inevit.ably arise.
effects will be, for the most part, indirect," Ellis said.
Generally,WallacebeginstalkswithcompanyrepresenWallace mentioned that expansion has continued,
tatives by asking, "What can being next w UCF do to primarily by increasing floor space within buildings that
improve your business?"
have been in place since the '80s yet were not being used
-companies are in need offast, acairate research informa- to full capacity. "The growth continues even though you
ti.en,"WallaceexplainedWallace. Theshortagesoffundingmay don't see bulldozers and new buildings," Wallace said.
poesibJycreateincreaseddoubt.sconceming whether UCFwill
He added that construction of two new buildings within
cmtimJe to be attent.ive to industly needs, he added.
the park will begin within the next three to four weeks.

w
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Three years of trying pay off for Miss UCF
by Jamie carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The third time proved a charm for
Miss UCF 1992 Amy Reese.
Reese won the honor over seven other
contestants Monday night in the Student Center Auditorium.
Reese, a senior double majoring in

choral music education and vocal performance, has tried for the title for the past
two years and has been unsuccessful.
'This is my third year. I set a goal for
myself my freshman year and went for it,"
Reese said.
Since then she has been practicing singing and losing weight ro prepare for the
pageant.

Last year's Miss UCF, Victoria Lambert, gives roses and a hug to this
year's first runner up, Gina Gonzales. <Phm1p Masters1FuTuRE)

The Diabetes Research Institute at
the UniversityofMiamiisnowcreating
what the worl!f hac; needed.for so long.
One state-of-the art facility where
the finest medical minds and mo8t
advanced technology in diabetes
treatment and research can be
brought together from around the
globe to work together on a scope
and at a pace not possible before.
Diabetes has been waging war
against all of mankind for centuries,
a silent killer claiming lives in every
nation on earth.
But now, with your help, we have a
chance to Win this war once and for all.
For all mankind.
Until we find the cure, we must
share the pain. And the hope.

Diabetes
Research
Institute
University _of Miami
School of Medicine
8600 NW 53rd Terrace
Suite#202
Miami, Florida 33166
TollFree1•800•321•3437

Join Our Mission.

Together, We Can
Outlive Diabetes.

Sales and _
Marketing Opportunity

r----------~---------,

: Buy One, Get One 50% Off :
II
I

L

When·you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less value, for half price.
Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with other
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per visit.

WtVJ &
f

·

Valid only at the following Wag's:

10615 E. Colonial
Union Park

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

2~1-1344

-------------------------

Expires April 30,1992
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winner ofthe FloridaMagazine's
SG Public Relations Director
College· Student of the Year
Chris Marlin said that this year's
FROM PAGE 1
award will be announced and
SG Awareness Week is orgashe could be the grand prize vices, Campus Activities Board nizedmuch betterthanlastyear.
and the Student -Center, will
winner.
"I think the events that they
With only weeks until a fi- have display booths.
have this year are geared toOn Thursday, SG senators ward information dissemina- •
nal decision is made, Oxendine
will
hold their weekly meeting tion, which is what the students
said," Perhaps the excitement,
.on
the
green at 4 p.m.
really want," he said.
statewide recognition and prizes
that come with being 'the 1992 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Florida College Student of the
Year'
will
encourage
intellegence, hard work, integrity, and activism in even more
Florida Students."
with the nation's leader in college

Dedowis guaranteed a minimum
of $1000 in prizes. Although
FROM PAGE 1Tonseticfeelstherewardis gerous,
"Lindsey has done a fantastic she said many were uninterested
job of taking the initiative and in the oontest. ·
getting the . program off the
"While most people I preground. Her dedication is pay- sented information about the
ing off."
contest to passed on it, Lindsey
This newly-formed jumped at the opportunity to
subcommitee of CAB connects enter and look at where she is
interested UCF students with now!" Tonsetic said.
volunteer opportunities in
Dedow is paying for school
· more than 150 organizations with a scholarship and paid pothroughout the community.
sitions on campus. However, on
Tonsetic said that as a finalist, · April lOin Tallahssee this year's

I
I
I

Both Reese and last year's Miss UCF,
Victoria Lambert, said they were glad
the categories were changed and that
they don't mind the fact they will never
advance to another pageant.
Both Miss UCFs are familiar with the
pageant circuit. Reese participated in two
local ones in 1990andLamberthas plans ro
participate in one in a couple of weeks.
Reese said she wouldn't miss the swimsuit category because she has fair skin,
which makes it hard for herto do well.
Mostoftheformatofthepageanthasnot
changed an dis veryreminiscentoftheMiss
Florida Pageant - all the way down to a
~al walk for the retiring queen.
Mumaw said no changes to the format
have been planned because CAB wants ro
retain some of the traditions of the event.
First runner up and winner of a $500
scholarship was Gina Gonzales, a freshman radio!l'V major, and the second
runnerup and winner of a $250 scholarship was Christine Bobrowski, a senior
public relations/advertieing major.
Reese won evening wear, Gonzales
won interview, Bobrowski won .sportswear and Kellyn Miller, a junior public
relations/advertising major won the nonfinalist talent award.
Each ·contestant received $100 for
participating in the pageant.

SG

LEADER

Suppose you
could save more
lives than were
lost in Vietnam,
Korea and
World War II.

"A lot ofpeople expected me to win, but I
never allowed myselfto believe it," she said.
Support came most mostly from her
family and sororities sisters in Zeta Tau
Alpha, her sponsor for the pageant.
She won a $1,000 scholarship to add
with her $150 prize for first place. Reese
said she hopes to pay for summer classes,
if she can get any.
Jacqui Mumaw, the student director
of the pageant who is a sophomore science education major, said Reese will
become an ambassador to the university
and said she would be a "good campus
representative." ·
Mumaw said planning for the pageant startedinNovember and took many
hours of work for a volunteer staff from
the Campus Activities Board.
This year's pageant marks the second
one disassociated from the Miss Florida
Pageant and the Miss America circuit.
Last year was the first year the swimsuit category was replaced by sportswear and the evening wear was limited
to party dress style.
Organizers wanted to cut down on the
cost to the participants so they changed
the rules to switch the focus toward
scholarship.
All ofthe clothes for the two categories
were donated by local retailers.

Phone ahead for pickup

I
I
I

II
I
.J

marketing and media services
Excellent

Financial

Rewards

Learn management skills and marketing
strategies while implementing on-campus
promotions. Flexible hours. Great beginnings
for a career in the business world start with a
position with American Passage Media Corp.
during the 1992-93 school year. Contact your
career placement office to sign up for an
interview to be held on March 31, 1992.

.(

11 :00 A.M.

Law School

Admission

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL

WHEN: Thurs., March 26 and Tues., April 7 at 7:00 pm
WHERE: Holiday Inn UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave.

TOPICS INCLUDE:
•When and Where to Apply
•Admissions Criteria of Top Programs
• How to Make Letters of Recommendation Stand Out
• What Schools Look For in Your Personal Statement
• How to Explain Bad Grades
• How to be Ready for the LSAT Exam

CALL 1.:ao0-777-EXAM
to reserve your seat NOW!

PROFESSIONAL TESTING CENTERS

,1ostpbt.s
QtatlJol it -QtbutcfJ
~t.

1501 Alafaya Trai I

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.

•

Sunday Masses:

•

8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

•
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Be a part of the 1992-1993

Consultants for
Effective Leadership
If you would like to apply to be a consultant
for UCF organizations call 823-5107 or
come by Student Center Room 215 for
applications and more information.

PROGRAMS
Annual Etiquette Dinner .
Annual Leadership Confere nee
Group & Individual Consultations
Leadership Library

APPLICATION DEADLINE
FRIDAY, APRIL 3, 1992

There are hundre·ds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT._
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

For All Your
Eye Care Needs.

• •

• Complete Eye Exams
• Contact Lenses
• Prescription Glasses
• Sunglasses

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS
2911 Red Bug Road •Casselberry• (407) 695-2020

Major Credit Cards Accepted

vi
vi
vi

Kaplan helps you manage your time.
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt
your performance.

Kaplan offers the best value.
Our courses arc competitively priced and offer the
complete preparation that has helped more students get
into the school of their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove
we've got the expertise and resources it takes to help
students succeed.
3403 Technological Plaza Orlando, Florida
(407)273-7111
1 Mile West of UCF

Kaplan Test Prep
~TheAnswer

© 1992 Stanley H. K::ipbn Educational Ccmcr l.td.
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Frustrated student
joins Lord Chaos in
UCF Limbo - Land
young man enters the room, all faces turn
to him. He flashes a weak smile at a
receptionist and inquires about the foreign language requirement. The petite woman
blandly responds with a noncommittal respon.Se;
basically giving away no information-other than
that she doesn't have any clue herself.
The diligent student then insists upon talking to
the head of the department. Within three days he is
able to meet with the chair, only to find out that no
clear decision has been made. Irritated, but not disoouraged, out' student then traverses the distanre to
the Administration Builcfu;ig. Here he finds out that
the chairs of the deparbnent have made a decision
about the foreign. language requirement and that is
that they suggested only two semesters per student,
·
dependingonthemajor.
He thinks that he is in luck, because he is one of
those majors that only needs two. Joyfully he
heads toward.registration, confident that the chaos
will be filtered out in time for his graduation in a
year and half.
While waiting in line the student strikes up a
conversation with a fellow comrade in arms. This
·student informs our young man that he is wrong
:to assume that aµythingwill be decided within the
next year because, after all, this is UCF. .
Is this just a traipse into the twilight zone?
Could this situation be too strange to be true? No.
Unf:ortunately this is typical of many students'
experiences. Chaos has come to hold the staff of
authority on the UCF campus.
Many are asking, "so what is required?" Nothing has been decided. Bachelor of Arts students
are still reqwred to take three semesters, and all
that has been done (and exaggerated) is discussion. Many different people within the administration and departments have suggested that the
number'of semesters be decreased to two, but NO
ACTION HAS BEEN TAKEN.
At no point is anyone to assume that they
only need two semesters -please do not take
classes accordingly.
Another inter~sting fact is the decrease in the
number of summer school classes. With hope our
young student didn't want/need any classes in the
English department. This is because not only are
there 199 less classes than last summer, but also
all B-semester classes for the English department
have been canceled. This decreases the number of
classes even more~
Perhaps UCF should just get rid of summer
classes; they obviously don't plan on actually offering any classes.
. . .An older man meanders into an office. In a
slovenly manner he demands to know the status of
the foreign language requirement. A rather large
woman informs him that this is the 20th time this
semester he has asked, and she still doesn't know.
Retired to the fact that she will never know, the
man heads to the foreign language department to
demand an override into the needed class.·A line
forms around the new Foreign Language Building
heading past the refurbished green. Students bring
tents when lining up for overrides. Our student
came prepared. He knows that a four-year degree
can easily become the 2Q-year degree when dealing with UCF. Settling into a nice spot on the
grass, he asks how long.
Comfortable in the tent, the student resides
forever. They will never get through the line, but
they don't care; it's what they prepared for. Here
in Line-World.

A
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Shayne A. Strickland

Bill CuShing
WHAT'S NEXT?
fter extensive study and.concentrated observation, I am ready to reveal a new scientific
breakthrough that may go some distance in
understanding many of the world's problems.
The hypothesis behind the "Cushing Corollary" came
to me while pondering the motivating factors behind
-UCF's decisions to move the date of graduation from a
weekend to a weeknight, then back to a weekend after
the act that forced UCF to settle on a week night was
relocated to a new arena - namely the arena on
campus that most graduates expected to have their
ceremony in but can't because the administration decided that the students didn't want to graduate with
convenience.
Anyway, my stupidity discovery is based upon a twopart theory that will be explained here, although not in
complete detail.
Essentially, the theory is based on the premise that:
[A] all stupidity is contagious, and [B] the originating
sources ofstupidity in the world are politicians, managers and administrators.
-Now, the first part of this hypothesis is relatively
easy to comprehend. If stupidity is indeed transferrable, that would explain why otherwise plain-thinking
people would do stupid things, acts that go against their
normal nature. These people have obviously been in
some sort of contact with stupidity "carriers" and that
stupidness seeped into their system, staying there until
it could be discharged by way of a stupid act.
However, the seoond part of this theory needs some
explanation that will be regrettably slight due to space
restrictionshere. Ofcourse, any math arid/or science majors
out there who wish to oontinue stUdying this phenomena
may certainly do so. Just remember the source.
Anyhow, while it may be difficult to isolate politicians,
managers and adrninistrat.ors as the primaiy source of
stupidity, one needs onlylook at their actions, decisions and
statements to accept the premise.
Examples proliferate: The Federal Reserve, leash
laws for cats, corporate policies and the UCF graduation fiasco all point to the results of a definite stupidity
·
factor. Let's label it Sf.
According to my keen observations, Sf is both multiplicative and exponential, as well as adhering to a
quotient constant.
For example, a CEO or president is greatly stupid
(say, a 7St) whereas a dean or vice president is only at
a middle level of stupidity (perhaps a 3Sf). Secretaries
and assistants, however, may sometimes have a factor

A

Central Florida Future
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P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
News Office (407) UCF-NEWS. Business Office (407) UCF-2601

Editor In Chief

Jamie carte
Managing Editor
Heidi Steiner

Business Manager
Thomas Negron

as high as 4Sf since they're trying so hard to advance
within the corporate/administrative hierarchy.
Now, in the case of collections of Sf personalities,
stupidity is additive by the number of Sf individuals
present in a group, except when there is more than one
Sf personality in a particular category.
Here's where it gets interesting.
If there are three 2Sf people present, the Sf is NOT
3(2$t), or a total of 6Sf, as one might think but is 23Sf
(8St). This means that if there is a meeting of a CEO
(5St), three vice presidents (3Sfeach) and two secretaries (4St), one could realize the full stupidity potential
(SP) with the formula:
SP=5Sf-t.33Sf+42Sf, or an SP of 48Sf.
However, if this group should meet three times, that
total would be multiplied by the amount of meetings.
Ergo, two meetings of this group would yield an SP of
96Sf; a five meeting SP would be 240Sf.
As you can see, that's quite a bit of stupidity. And once
all those decisionshave been made and procedures drawn
up, there is the residual stupidity (rS) which we find by
dividing the originalSfbythe sum ofthe hour and the date.
Forexample,iftheoriginalmeetingwasheldatnoontoday,
the divisor would be 26 + 12 so that:
r8=48Sf/38, or l.263Sf.
This rS may inadvertently be taken into the janitor
or cleaning lady via epidermal transfer. I believe the
total Sf intake may be weakened by epidermal blockage, but this is a stupidity aspect I haven't had the
opportunity to research in detail.
Now we can fully understand why normal people do
stupid things. They have to; they've been infected by
stupidity carriers. What happens is the stupidity infected (si) victim has to 9ischarge his or her rS.
This can be done in one of two ways: Either the victim
-diseharges the rS immediately through a small stupid act
.(like forgetting to pick up toilet paper on the way home) or
they keep oollecting doses of rS until they do something
which is, for them, monumentally stupid (i.e. - getting
drunk and driving through a school zone).
In addition to all this, there seems to be a logarithmic
extrapolation involved when Sf carriers from various
other outfits all gather, as' in conventions or senate
subcommittees.
However, as I mentioned earlier, any students of
mathematics or psychology that are interested in investigating this phenomena further may contact me,
and we can discuss it.
Who knows, there might even be a government or
university grant available for facilities, testing equipment and payroll.
After all, we have an entire university payroll of'
guinea pigs right here.
.
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Eternal man begins his long sojourn toward truth
On a far, distant road a black goat approaches, shiny
twin horns aloft, tiny brass bell dangling from hi_s darkfurred neck. His hard little cloven hooves make marks
in the soft clay, pointing the way to the silent quarter.
NAMELESS CITY
Asmallchildrunsintothe street to play. He is alone and
in his play he makes no sowid Other children come outside
he shuffling footfulls are muted in respect for the as well and in silence they play their own private games.
silence in this lonesome corner ofthe city. Not one Theyareencircledandintertwinedbythepathsofcitizens
word here is spoken. l.Dng ago, the people ofthe ville moving to and fro, each one as if alone. There is no
shattered the works of the clock tower and clogged them acknowledgment in their faces, no recognition.
with cotton and cloth to silence even the slightest fall of
A soft clanging rings off the walls, a mild knocking
metal to stone or wood The mouths of the children are ofmetal on metal like an erratic old clock chime, rusted
stuffed with wadding to prevent their ccying out, even at with age. The hard clacks of hooves strike the cobblebirth, and no tree is allowed ro grow lest the leaves may stones and resonate from partitions unaccustomed to
rustle or the limbs creak in the wind
any sonance. The children least hardened to disturThe citizens of this silent place pass on the street in bance tum their heads to look but as ifrebuked by some
quiet, neither nodding nor turning away. They stand invisible hand, they return to their disinterested sport.
The goat wanders the streets, not oontent ro meander
aside as if stepping to slip past a puddle or a pit, not
facing the eyes of another living soul. In the markets, amid the pedestrians wiseen, unhe.ard and unrouched
they select their wares in mummed gestures, placing The comrnunity1s eyes are not truly blind nor their ears
the hushed bills on the counter to be lifted by hands that ·truly deaf nor their bodies truly senseless. The dark goat
do not acknowledge their presence. Only the most - does not pass without regard Eyes flicker ro the goat,
ancient books are read, tomes inscribed by hands that unbidden. Ears twitch ro the ringing of the brass bell
have long ceased to write with words from lips that around his neck. Hands flinch from his nuzzling.
have anciently forgotten the gift of sound.
The city turns dark, shadowed in blue-white from

T

the low hanging moon. Sleep flees from the people ofthe
soundless order, flushed away by the incessant ringing
ofa tiny bell in the night. Nothing can shield the citizens
from the echoes in the street. They turn in their beds,
responsive despite their strongest will to apathy. As
one, without words, their hands clench around whatever instruments they find to wield.
The goat stands still, the bell making its chime with
every minute twitch. It will not make its clanging much
longer. Scarcely a protest or whimper escapes the throat
of the dark carrier of sound. Wet impacts, and nothing
more at all Only stained floor and fur remain in
testimony as the feet of the masses retreat in renewed
silence.
Streaks of red, blue and purple stain the deep indigo
heavens as the sun begins to fly through a new sky in
the silent quarter. The clock rower is silhouetted, the
hands unmoving on its wounded face until a low click is
heard throughout the town. The hands begin to move
and the lo~g, animated chime resumes its ancient
sequence as a child reads the inscription at the tower's
base.
"The eternal in man cannot kill. The eternal in man
can never die," and the child shuffles away, determined
to forget the goat, the bell and the clock tower.

Sammy Sloth

R. K. S.

Last week's question: Did the decrease in the number of summer school
classes affect your summer plans?
"Yes. Right now I will have to go to Valencia to
get the classes I need. I don't know my fate
when it comes to classes. This is definitely
pushing back my graduation."

"I still don't know what is going to happen. I
have to figure out what will be available to me.
It might really screw me up really bad."

Manny Forl

Geoffrey McCabe

forensics

graduate student of material science

"It's going to really mess people up. The foreign language department is so messed up
that I'm transferring. Those who need classes
are going to be backed up."

"Yes. Definit.ely. I was supposed to graduate after
' the summer. I think that it is going ro hinder the
school more than help. It will hurt our image
more as a school than people realize."

Kate Fitzgerald

Mary Miiier

foreign language

music education'

This week's question:

What are th_e strong and weak
points with the CFF, and how_
would you change the paper?

The Central Florida Future

GREEK CORNER
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
GOOD JOB in SFTBL team! Great
toumey Sat! Thanx for a fun vacation
pledges! Get ready for Fri-Call your
Big Bro! GREAT PRIZES for your
drawing! Guess-who Dunnit! AK'P
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Hey mon, Island Party was the best
yet. It was so great, we missed Tuesdays ad because we were still recovering. But the fun is just beginning-ATn,
.AMl, FIJI Social, Fri. @ the FIJI
house. Also, get your tickets for the KO
Fashion Show and get ready for the
fishing retreat out of Stuart. Brothers
by choice TBMT
DELTA GAMMA
Congratulations to JoAnne &Shelly-our
new Order of n initiates! Remember
Phone-a-than _
tonight 5pm. SOCIAL Friday with MA, Sig Ep and l:AE@ l:AE.
Rush meeting tonight at 5pm. Girls get
those lease into Chris. Great job Alexis
Sat. nightatATn Island Party. We• U.
GREEK WEEK is approaching!! Save
those cans. • M'I
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Don't forget this Sun. is the Pledge Picnic at Lake Claire at 12. I hope everyone
can make it out for a good time. Also-, we
• are holding a faculty banquet Tues. at 11
KAPPA DELTA
GET SNAZZV KAPPA DELTA's 2nd
ANNUAL SHAMROCK FASHION
SHOW-Mar.31-Tues.@7pmintheSCA.
Tickets R being sold 4 $3 in cafeteria &
@door. Give•Help prevent child abuse I
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Ranch Dance is Sat. Got a date?
Clothes pick up Sat@11 if you signed
up. AX wishes Tom Masi the best after
the B.S. that happened Sat. Have a
great weekend I AXA-1
PHI DELTA THETA
Officer Retreat tomorrow(old and new).
Art, let us apologize in advance for the
reign o' terror we will wreak upon the
house that Miles built. Congratulations
to all new officers. Hockey and softball
teams, keep it up. Banquet coming up.
Pledges, the end is near. Remember,
Phi Delt weekend coming up May 15-17
at Marco Island. "$"
PHI GAMMA DELTA
Happy Belated Andy & Ken N. Fri Nite
Social w/ .AMl, ATil at FIJI House Stand
back! We're not sure how big this thing's
gohg to get. Is your date coming back
Dan? (12 yrs.) Save cans!
Pl BETA PHI
Greek Week is just around the comer.
Get psyched! Chapter retreat will be a
blast, Saturday. Pledge class 11, see
you 8:30onSunday. Grand Council loved
FL E. Room #1 Rules Boo! Can't wait to
meet our Panhellenic sisters, Sun.
SIGMA CHI
"The best gets better! That's right, only 3
weeks til HOUSE Italian Wedding this
Sat, Kurt will call with details. Any side-
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line Sball Players are welcome to come
out. After our great start this season, we
can't stop now. Greek Week is coming
so get ready. Happy Birthday Bushn.
Pledges, dig deep, don't give up. 2:X
you'll always find it here.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
The most powerful fraternity in America
presents THE STOCKHOLDER's BALL
The best investment you'll ever make,
high yield low risk, and BIG DIVIDENDS.
At the Citrus Club Apr. 11. ZfA Thanks
for a memorable social, we had a great
time. Greek Week is around the corner,
Mandato your the man, Bull Frog Blowout is now 2 weeks away. Fri Night
Social with Ma. ar, Dl>E at the l:AE
Palace «l>A to Dan Pearson in Thurs.
BMOC. Where's that Bus? Founders
Daywasgreat FL Hockey won't softball
keeps rolling. :EAE, We got it goin on.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Hey Ma M' l:AE get ready for Friday's
social. Retreat/ Sports Day this Saturday. Good luck Makeba in BMOC. Have
fun at home Jon, we will miss you. Greek
Week is near.

Hey Greeks! What's the best way to
kick off Greek Week this year?
Paint a fellow Greek of course.
Find out about UCF Paintball Club's
Greek Splat 1992 (April 4)
Prove to your favorite foes just
who has the fastest gun and bring
back glory, trophies, prizes and
more to gloat about it! For more
info contact UCF PBC at 365-8406 -

Mountain Bike 21" Marin 5 Mths old
with over 6 mths free maint and warranty like new $380.00 Eric 678-8723

ROOMMATES

Welcome to the Machine... M/F needed
for unique 3/2 progressive apt $200
+utl. Wish you were here .... 273-1681
Furnished Room for Rent ASAP for
female student in Lake Mary. $300/mo
includes utilities, full house privileges
Call 323-5185 after 5pm
FINS-own room & bath $250+1/2 Util;
W/D, Dishwr, etc. Call Victoria 6581825
Housemate(s} prefer Fem Kids OK
Fum Bdrm Laundry facilities $280 inclu
utl near Fashion Sq 898-0396

yr. old company OR pay $200 savings
bond. Send $1 & SASE For Info &
App: DIVERSIFIED NATIONAL MARKETING, PO Box 182213Dept107,
Casselberry, FL 32718-2213

Technics Portable CD Player SL-XP5K
Call Rick at 896-5932.

Responsible M/F Roommate Needed
to share 2BD1Den2Ba $265+ 1/2 Util
5 mi from UCF Call 282-3419

King Size Waterbed, Oak Bookcase
Headboard. $150 OBO call Mike 2nn80 or 647-7275 Ext 264

TYPISTS

Dream Home Perfect "Model Home•
Condition and priced right! 3bedroom
2bath split plan on quiet cul de sac,
private fenced yard. A must see in this
price range Call Real Estate Prof. Jane
Poole .380-2800 247-5780 $74,000.

*THORNTON DESIGN GROUP*
Call 382-0190
WORD PAOCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg &up
Spellcheck * Proof Session

*** WP, EDfflNG: APA, MLA, etc.

I

HELP WANTED

36IJ.0538

RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600

•

Available now Private Rm+Bath in
duplex Dean Rd $225 mo Rich 6n~
1373 Stephen 657-5~12

Responsible Students, To Help other
students find money for college. 1-900787-6972 $2 per minute

Male to share 2Bd/2Ba Conway Area
$75 wk pays all-Util/Phone/Cable $75
Deposit 851-5576

Students/Fundraisers-Eam money
Selling tickets to upcoming "Beauty
Expo". Work your own schedule. No
Money Investment, Keep Half of
amount collected 644-9916 for info

Roommate Needed, M/F, to share 212
apartment, approx. 4 miles from UCF
Call Marc at 384-7017 for more info

FOR RENT

8

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

LOWCOSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

Summer intemship available! Gain
practical management experience in
your hometown. All majors may apply
Call now 1-800-443-3059.
Dance instructor needed-experienced
Part time Call Frankie 332-4455

Large 2/2 w/Private Balcony or Patio,
[arge Kitchen, walking Distance to
UCF. Please ask about our Move-in
Special 282-5657

Need highly motivated individual for
painters and crew chiefs. No exp
necessary $5-$7hr Call 275-9801

212 Apt across from UCF. W/D, fans,
dishwasher, c/h/a. $450. 365-7532.

Babysitter(s) Mon Tues Eves and
Occasional Days 895-1297

1Bd 1BA Apt. Walk to UCF. Cat is OK.
Call 281-6545. $315/month

BABYSITTER-Part time day/night for
two children in Longwood. Light chores
too. Please call 263-8931

KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735

I

CLUB INFO
OUTLANDERS
Don't forget about the Pi~nic Sat. 12 @
Downey Park. Cost is $4.00. * Be prepared to make plans for Apnl at the next
meeting, Tues, 4pm at the Arboretum

CLUB20/20
For PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVERS IN
FINANCE, MARKETING, & BUSINESS with Defined Financial Horizons.
Presently Screening Board Members.
Info: 262-2699

3BR/2BA off Alafaya Duplex
Avail May 1 Call 2n-4498
Appliances/Part. Furnished
$650/mo. $325.
2 Rooms for Rent in 212 with W/D.
NO DEPOSIT, $230 month per·roem
Call Craig, Jay or Roy 380-8717 Leave
Message

FOR SALE

TUTORS
French Tutoring Helen 282-7428
SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

COMPUTER SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR PC-based automation support
and training in federal govemment law
office. Requires two years specialized
PC experience, ..knowledge of DOS
and Word Perfect. Programming and
netwof"k skills desirable. Starting
$26, 798 to $32,423. Letter and resume
by April 3 to Federal Public Defender,
80 North Hughey Ave., Suite 417,
·Orlando, FL 32801.

SAT, ACT,-GRE, GMAT TUTORING
MORE SCORE LESS$$$ 249-2246
Tutor: Math through Calc2,
Physics, Chemistry-$11 /hr
Call Jeff at 677-4973

OTHER
Gay & Lesbian Student Union meets
regularly/823-2117 (Ask for GLSU)

Join the UCF BRIDGE CLUB
Meeting Tues. Mar. 31 @1pm Room
211 SC
Beginners to experts invited
Call Dr. Stem ext. 2076 for more info.

..
US ARMY ROTC and ASSOC. of US
ARMY
Present
Operation Decision
Army Branch Demonstration day
Gain a better understanding or what
the US Army branches do and how
their efforts brought about victory
in Desert Storm.
Spm to 7pm Fri. 27 March CEBA· 11
All students are invited to attend.

Tandy 1000 EX, 5 1/4, 3.5, DMP130
Printer Modem, Color Monitor, 2 Joysticks, Memory Exp Card, Printer
Case, Plenty of Software, $900 080
277-0998 or x0123 ask for BW
Bed Twin Single Box Spring, Mattress
and Frame $50 671-9733.
Lot in Willa Lake, Oviedo 91X120Paved, U.tilities, Small Lake, Nice Area
$43,900 Buy Now, Build Later and
save~ Call 679-4684 Evening
Sailboat-15'. Cat Rigged, New Blocks
and Rigging. $1300 080. Trailer
included.
898-9450
Bike, "Club" FUJI, 12-Speed, 59cm,
Red, Great Shape. Use for fun or
racing. Call 381-4498. $320 080

SERVICES
Free Doberman/Mix Puppies Good
home Needed. Call 6n-8373. Leave
Message

Money for College-Guaranteed!! Undergrad, grad, athletic funding search·
es. Call 1-800-669-9419.
I

SCHOLARSHIPS! Academic Scholarship Resource Service is a computerized scholarship matching organization. Guaranteed a minimum of 6
sources or refund money Call 3272948
SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH
& Financial Planning Report. Database
over 300K. Results guaranteed.
$1000's available. $54 fee. Call American Scholarship Assistance Program
1-800-524-4894.
Financial Aids for all students, placement & services guaranteed by a ~ 7

PERSONALS
DANETTE, Although I had to do what I
did, I am sorry B
JJ, Our six months together have been
awesome! Happy Anniversary, Sweetheart! -A
.
Chris-Be my BIG MAN Tonight Big
Man On Campus competition @ 8pm
in the SCA. Those guys are great but
you'll always be my BIG MAN. P.S.
Res last night was the best. Love- PAT

w-hat does The Future have in store for yout. ~ 3 ~5
Forget love, money, &he.alth, we've got Sex~. Sca·nda.-1,. &.· Super Stars. To\
join the ranks of the ever infamous journalists, come in and fill out an application
at the Central Florida Future. There are positions available in features, news and
sports. Jobs are also available in photography ·and prodction. For further information call UCF-NEWS.

,
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Sports Quiz Answers

he registered 11 tackles against
Savaruiah State.
He has earned the respect of
his teammates and roaches by
showinga true Puritan work ethic
"He has a great attitude, and is
always prepared both mentally
and physically to play~" assistant
coach Deek Pollard said
As for his draft status,
Spitulski has been worked out
by almost every team in the
NFL. Going into the NFL combines he was rated first out ofall
the outside linebackers in the
nation but with the amount of
juniors eoming out this year his
status may go down a little. He
still should go anywhere from
the second round to the forth
round.
"Almost every club has been.
through here wanting to visit
with coaches regarding his
athleticism and ability as a·
player," Pollard said.

SPITULSKI
FROM PAGE 12
studies.
Surprisingly, the only Division I school that took notice of
his ability and offered him a
scholarship was UCF.
After being redshirted his
freshman year, Spitulski played
defensive tackle and recorded
72 tackles as a sophomore.
Things really began to come
together his junior year when
he was named as Second Team
All-American, started 13 games
at outside linebacker and had a
team-leading 13 sacks.
As a senior he was listed as
the most underrated prospect
at his position by the NFL Draft
Report and came off the NFL
Combines in Indianapolis with
an excellent report. He was
also named as the National Defensive Player ofthe Week when

The UCF Crew Club grunts, ·groans and grates their teeth during a regatta last Saturday that pitted them against Rollins College. cM1chaa10eHoog1FuruREl

CREW

FROM PAGE 12

Although the club receives
decent funding from the athletic department, de Zwart
would like to have more funds
· available to help the team remain. competitive.
"We get our annual piece of
the annual budget, but things
are tight right now and
everyone'sfeelingthecrunch,"
de Zwart said. "We've had to
be imaginative and stretch
our resources. We've managed
to get every penny out of every
nickel."
·
In addition to its economic
woes, UCF Crew does not en-

joy the recruiting advantages
of an intercollegiate crew program. Not an unusual problem for a UCF program but
unnerving nevertheless.
"We can recruit, but being a
club sport doesn't enhance our
recruiting position," de Zwart
said. "We also have the disadvantage of being a commuter
schooland80percentofallour
people are transfer students.
We don't get to keep our
students for a long period of
time-usuallyabouttwoyears
is all - and crew is a timeintensiv.e sport."
Because ofits desire to compete and its Will to win, the

UCF Crew Club has Temained
competitive despite its disadvantages.
"One ofthe advantagesthatw e
do have is that it is not neressmy
for our athletes to have high schoc .
experienre,"deZ~artsaid "Those .
who come into the sport at a later
age.areinoreenthusiasticwhereas
the ones who have rowed in high
school start pursuing other inter-

ests."
This year's squad may be an
exception to the rule with seven
true freshmen who will get to row
four years with the club.
'This boat is a young boat,"
Kamrad said "But it's still improving."

MURALS

@[b@l! @&[]j®

FROM PAGE 10

&w@ · w&©~9
RENTALS AVAILABLE
FUN FOR EVERYONE!
STOP IN ANYTIME • BRING A FRIEND

SALES~ SERVICE -

RENTAL

COMPLETE LlNE OF KITS & PARTS
FREE INSTRUCTION • PLENTY OF TRACKS
VIDEO GAMES • CONCESSIONS

I

I
I

-------------------Buy 15 min Track
nme and Recieve
Additional
15 min FREE
w/Coupon

I

I
I
I

SLOT CAR
FEVER!
Located in Oviedo
at the Publix Plaza
in Alafaya Woods

I
I
I

L--------------------~
6?'~H~nY
~HURCH

BEGINNING ·
SUNDAY, MARCH 29
8:30 P.M. (SCA)

.COLO.NIAL FLEA MARKET
11500 E. Colonial Dr
(E. HWY. 50)
(West of alafaya trai I) ·
OPEN EVERY FRI., SAT., ~ SUNa 8AM-5PM

ACROSSTHEROADFROMTHE
"FRAT HOUSE"
EVERY WEEKEND YOU'LL FIND: Hundreds of
sellers, Thousands of buyers Millions of New & Used items,
Antiques & Collectibles Free Parking, Snack Bars
COME ONE, COME ALL TO BUY OR SELLSELLING SPACE AVIALABLE.
(407) 679-8705 OR 281-9952 -NORB KOLB, MGR.

• NON-TRADITIONAL STYLE WORSHIP
• NON-DENOMINATIONAL
• EXPERIENCE ENCOURAGEMENT
& MOTIVATION
.

* CCC WILL BEGIN MEETING EVERY
SUNDAY AT 8:30 P.M. WITH ROOM
TBA WEEKLY.

Lambda Chi Alpha.
Aside from having a great
Mafia name, Vito is an unsung
biathelete, playing right wing
for his division-leading LXA I
hockey team and left/centerfield
for his LXA I softball club.
Much of his athletic success
can be attributed to his childhooc! days, where he would play
sports with Long Island's tol.ighest street athletes. When he
wasn't out showcasing his Bo
Jackson-like athleticism, he
could be found sipping on Gino's
Italian water ices with the likes
of Billy Crystal and Jerry
Seinfeld (pretty good athletes in
their own right).
Our humble recipient earned
the honor as he scored two goals
in last week's hockey game and
-1\as maintained a .500 batting
average in softball while playingrelentless defense anc1 ~nak
ing plays that quite ( ·ankly
never show up in the box scores.
Congratulations Vito Scutero.

1 MONTH FREE
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CEN1RAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF THE FOLLOWING EX1RAS:
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF

•THE ULTIMATE IN

•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,

CONVENIENCE
•ONCOUNTYBUSROUTE

AND MOVIES

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUT ON ALAFAYA)

+

American
Red Cross

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

273-4097
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tntramural action back again

with floor hockey and softball
. by Ron carml
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Looking for some true amateur sports competition ? Well,
when you're not watching the
NCAA basketball tournament,
you can look no further than
your own backyard.
That's right, there are some
athletes at this school that have
gone unnoticed for far too long
- UCF's spring intramural
sports competitors.
March -and April mark the
backdrop for intramural' spring
softball and floor hockey leagues.
Floor hockey, no win its third
week, has come off to a fine
start. The early play of Lambda
Chi Alpha I indicates that they
are the premierforce to be reckoned with in their division. Mike
Hinn leads a potent offensive
attack, but it's their defense,
which has not allowed a single
goal, that seems to be their
strong suit.
Their modest team captain
and goalie, Mike "the Peepster"
Russo, credits their defensive
success to his fraternal cronies.
"I can't take all the credit on

defense, although I've had some among them an A league, B
gosh darn good saves, but it's the league, a coed division and
play ofguys like Rob Strong, John women's division.
PinelliandVitoScuterothatmake
With a quick glance at the
my life easier," Russo said.
standings, however, one could deOther formidable contenders -duct that there exists little parity
to look out for in this division within each division, which is exare ATO I and SX i.
actlythecase. Each team seemstD
In division B, the Vipers of either "have it" or not.
VCC seem to be playing at a
A look at some oflast week's
level of their own, annihilat- scores should drive this point
ing ACACIA 24-0 to post their home: the Knightmares seemed
second victory. Other scores in to be daydreaming as the Crulast weeks action include LXA saders abused them 20-0,
II over DTD 18-0, KS topping MoonDawg steamrolled over
Fiji 5-2 and ATO II and PDT Nice & Smooth 19-2 and SPE I
Blues deadlocking at 0-0 in a embarrassed TKE I 26-2.
defensive snoozer.
SAE I, SPE I and the HarriOn the women's floor, ZTA, cane s each possess perfect
under the leadership of captain records, provmgthey are stronShannon Evers, are showing gest teams in division A
that they are the sorority to beat
Teams that deserve recogniafter clubbing PBP 3-0 last week tion in the B division include
to improve their perfect record the Texas Leaguers, the
to 2-0. Theindependentleague Psychlones, the Fossils, the
for women boasts the Sureshots, Eagles and SPEii. 'fhe Women's
whoareundefeatedat3-0. How- division showcases KD with a
ever, Team Green, who devas- perfect record and ADP, Dirty
tated the Knitliters 14-0 last Dozen and TBA each only a half
Wednesday, are proving that game behind.
they are for real. _
A key matchup to look for is
Softball, which is in mid-sea- this afternoon's coed division's
son, boasts eight divisions, "Clash ofthe Undefeated," when

John Goodrich of Rub-in One Out pitches a strike in
intramural action last week. (John R1vera1FuruRE>
Moondawg faces FCA

Intramural Athlete of the Week
Look out, Bo Jackson. Step
aside, Mr. Neon Deion. UCF
has a biathlete of ~urvery own.

That's right, this week's Intramural Athlete of the Week
honor goes to Vito Scutero of

MURALS continued page 9

FREE
FROM PAGE 12
NBA for any reason..
After watching and talking
to Bowie and Corchiani come up
from the CBA with excitement
in their eyes and gratitude for
every second of playing time
CoachMattyGuokasgavethem,
Anderson's recent actions leave
doubt as to his desire to really
play. He definitely has the abil
ity but does Anderson have the
hunger?
Hakeem Olajuwan of the
Houston Rockets also told
coaches he didn't want to play
until he returned to top shape
and the team suspended him
without pay.
I can kind of understand
Olajuwan beginning to lose his
hunger to play. He has carried his
team yearafteryearonlyto watch
them self-destruct and regress.
Nick however has yet to do
much of anything. Just when he
appeared to be getting it all together he has given us all real
reasontoquestionwhetherheever

will
Sobacklgo towatchtheNCAA'
s where basketball is a game of
hard work and honest motives.

21GEARS,
ALL FORWARD.

LIFE'S A RACE.
If you miss the start, you won't even be in it.
Motorola Pagers help you keep on top of jobs,
interviews, parents, friends, and important things.
Like what you're doing tonight.

You can't afford to wait by the phone.
Class, studies and friends all demand your time.
Motorola Pagers let you go as far and fast as
you want. Never missing something important,
like what's going on tonight~
II

Save Yourself a tnp Stop by 011r booth on campus and pick up your new PacTet pager by Motorola
Look for 11s near the St11dent Center on Wednesday. March 25 c,r at the Library on Thursday March 26

Save Yourself a mp Stop by our booth or campus and pick up your new PacTel pager by Motoro/.a
Look for 11s near the Student Center on Wednesday. March 25 or at the Library on Thursday March 26

PACt]TEL
PAGING ·
For more information 740-8181

8(ii\

MOTOROLA

M UotorolaandBRAVOareoademarksolMotarola Inc• 1992Motomta_lnc:

PACI] TEL
PAGING
For more information 740-8181

@MOTOROLA
~ Motorola and BRAVO aie trademarks ol Mototoia Inc: 1992 MocotOla Inc
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Day with the Royals gives inside look into pro baseball
Jason Lesko

"I
•

•

,,

..

AROUND THE HORN

must admit my main intention when heading
down to Baseball City to watch the Royals vs. UCF
game on March 5 was not to root on our baseball
team, even though I cover their beat.
We did play competitively, though, only losing 6-0,
but the game wasn't really that close.
The game lost all its excitement after the second
inning because it became a game between rusty minor
league players and UCFs backups.
My selfish conquest was to meet and t.a1k to major
league players in their locker room, and rm sure my
companions, assistant sports editor David Meadows and
photographer Mike DeHoog, had the same intentions.
We were given a taste of life as real sports writers
even though, deep down at least, I felt like an impostor.
It just didn't feel right sitting in the press box with the
baseball writers from The Orlando Sentinel, Kansas
City Star, St. Petersburg Times and Florida Today.
Once we got to the stadium Oate as usual), we
immediately felt important because we didn't have to
pay to park, and we got to park up front in a special lot.
The head rush we had continued when we discovered
they had had full access press passes waiting for us.
Once we went through the press entrance, much t.o
our amazement, we were greeted in a press lounge with
a full buffet decked out with the finest in hot and cold
entrees. The trouble was thatI couldn't stuffmyselflike
the other writers because I was too excited to eat
The first place I headed to was the &yals' lock.er room.
I was t.oo nervous to go in at first, so I headed down a tunnel
that I thoughtwould take met.othefield Instead itbrought
me t.o the &yals' dugout. When walking through it I

witnessed two minor leagueplayerslneverheardofflirting
with three young ladies in the stands.
I then made a quick turn around and went up t.o the
press box. I felt important again because I didn't have
to even push a button because there was a young lady
working as the elevator operator.
Once up there I witnessed one of the most touching
moments in my illustrious career as a res~ sports
journalist. UCF pitcher Anthony Laszaic struck out in
succession slugger KevinMcReynolds,fu.tureHallofFamer
George Brett and up-and-coming catcherMikeMcFarlane.
"When I heard the crQwd, when I walked off the field
after that, there were chills going up and down my
entire body," Laszaic said.
"That pitcher had good stuff; even the rotation on his
. curve ball was tight, and he had some movement on his
· fastball," Royal first baseman George Brett said.
On offense, the Knights did all they could by simply
attempting to put the bat on the ball. The Royals
started former Cy Young award winner Mark Davis,
but he only threw two innings and gave up hits to Ty
Lynch and Glen Richardi.
Once the first inning was over, I left the press box
and went down t.o the Royals' locker room. There were
no players in at the time so I figured I would just walk
around. I was amazed to see the amount of mail the
players got.
I was incredibly envious of second baseman Gregg
Jefferies, who had four letters lined in front ofhis stall
that were from female admirers.
Shortly after I arrived, the door opened and I heard
two guys talking about their plan~ for golf that afternoon. I turned around and saw Jefferies and Wally
Joyner walk past me.
I then went over ti> talk to Jefferies and ask what he
thought about our baseball program, but he seemed

more interested ip the Atlanta Braves National League
Champions shirt that I had on.
I asked him whathe planned to do later that day, and he
said that he had a "10 spot with Joyner on a round of golf."
After a while the rest of the starters began walking
in, so I went up to the friendliest-looking one, which
happened to be Davis. I asked him what he felt about
UCFs program and he commented about how disciplined and well-coached the UCF team seemed.
"It'seasyforthebaseballprogramsinCalifomiaand
Florida to establish successful programs because ·t he
weather is warm year 'round so the kids get more of an
opportunity t.o play and end up having more experience
then say, someone from Obio,"·Davis said.
I also asked him about his contract, which pays him
slightly more than $3 million annually, which a couple of
yearsagomadehirnthehighestpaid player,andhow he felt
about Ryan Sandbergs $7 million-a-year contract.
"I can't be envious about anyone else and worry
about what they are making. All I can do is go out and
try and earn my salary and eventually I will be taken
care of," Davis said.
Once I started looking around it became obvious why
the players don't like·female reporters in the locker
room. They were walking around butt naked after
getting out of the showers and talking to the press.
That's when I ~w George Brett and all that was going
through my mind was, "I'm not worthy! rm not worthy!~
Here I am, a sports writer for a college paper, and rm
getting ready to interview George Brett, a man that I
have been watching and admiring since I began following baseball.
I ·stayed down in the locker room for about 45
minutes and then went back up to the press box t.o
watch the rest of the game, but the excitement was all
over.

-"IF YOU NEED TD WORK TO
IET THROUGH SCHOOL,
YOU NEED TD S E UPS:'
"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second . They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
.working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let m.e borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Ac·
counting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them . Get
what you need to get your di.ploma."

•

I

*

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement ·
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

I

~

Think of the

six women
closet to you.
Now guess
which one
will be raped
this year.

CD@®@®©
One out of si.x college ,,·omen
will Ix' SL'Xt1ally assaulted th.is
year. But you can change the
odcb of it happl'ning. Simply
by trying to a \'Oid situations
that lea \"C you or your friends
vulnerable.
For starters, follow sccu1ity
measures. Don ·t prop residence hall· doors open. \Valk
with friends after dark. And
be aware that date rape is a
major problems on college
campuses. \\'ith many of these
rapes im'Ol\'ing diinking.
Then share these facts \Yith
six of you friends. Anet
maybe none of them will he
become another statistic.

©1990 Rape Treatment
Center. Santa l\lonica
I lospital.
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NickAhderson...
future All-Star or
hopeless whiner
Jamie Johnson
FREE THROWS
bile the excitement and freshness of the 1992 NCAA Tournament rolls on, it's kind of a
trip to watch the ongoing soap opera
withNickAndersonoftheOrlandoMagic.
You may or may not remember Nick.
He hasn't seen any action in 19 games
because ofinjury. Being out ofaction due
to getting hurt sounds innocent enough
but hardly reflects what has really gone
on with the Nickster.
Earlier in the year, spaces on the
injured reserve list were being filled far
more frequently than the team was capable of filling the basket. The Magic
dove into a 17-game losing streak while
watching player after player fall to in.
A UCF Crew Club boat races against Rollins College last Saturday as a crowd looks on behind them. The regatta
jury after injury.
The Magic lost the services of their took place on Lake Maitland and also induded Edgewater and Winter Park High school. cM1chae1 DeHoosJ!FuruRE)
leading scorer and emerging star Dennis
Scott to a mysterious leg ailment and
lost point guard Scott Skiles to a wrist
injury. The team also saw shootinggliard
Otis Smith and rookie forward Brian
Williams go down.
Yet just as it appeared the Magic
woul<l establish themselves as the worst
after a former Florida Institute of Tech- to the President's Cup and we [UCF]
NBA team, a savior emerged.
by Dave Meadows
nology
president, in Melbourne behind finished fourth. We beat out teams from
Nick Anderson began to do the im:- ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Jacksonville and Rollins."
possible. A great college forward at the _
·
FIT and the University of Miami.
UCF completed a sweep of Rollins
"We're racing above our heads right
University of Illinois that was forced to
Move over J.L. and Too Live; there's
switch to playing shooting guard in the another crew in town and they're ready now in terms of support," said men's with a victory in last weekend's Metro
varsity coach Steve de Zwart, who also is Cup sponsored by the Rotary Club of
NBA because of his height, Nick began to flex their muscles.
to do exactly what the Magic could not
The UCF Crew Club is three regattas a graduate history student. "FIT has Orange County East.
"That team from Rollins, they keep
- he scored.
, deep into their 1992 season and is dem- always had and still has a strong team;
Nick emerged from his summer break onstrating flashes of brilliance against crew has become their number one sport getting stronger every year," Kamrad
and they're a two-time national cham- said.. "They kept this one really close."
with a new and consistent shooting touch some name-brand competition.
Because of its club status, UCF crew
to compliment the inside post-up game
Crew is the sport of rowing in races. pion.
Miami has a really strong team also; does not receive the same amount of '·
he had relied on in college. His athletic
Although only a club sport on the UCF
ability and size made Nick one of the campus, UCF crew competes mainly they were a finalist in last year's na- funds allotted to the university's
intercollegiate sports but, according to
finest defensive players on the team as against programs in which crew is an tional championships."
Following the Keuper Cup, UCF fin- Kamrad, receives exceptionally good ;i
he stopped the likes of Mitch Richmond .intercollegiate varsity sport, according
while beginningto rack up the deuces on to Coach Dennis Kamrad.
ished fourth out of 18 crews in the funding for a chm.
"rm extremely pleased with the funds
"We primarily race again st President's Cup, a regatta comprised of
the other end of the court.
we have been getting," Kamrad said. t )
Playing beside the shaky ensemble intercollegiate teams," Kamrad said. "We programs withiri Florida.
"There are 11 schools in the state of "We get a good base funding from the
the Magic were forced to put on the court follow the rules and guidelines set forth
'with CBA call-ups Corchiani and An- by the NCAA"
Florida which compete in crew at the athletic fee."
thony Bowie, Nick had a triple-double
UCF Crew rowed to a third-place fin- intercollegiate level," de- Zwart said.
CREW continued page 9
against the Dallas Mavericks and was ish in the Jerome Keuper Cup, nam~Q. "They sent a combined total of 18 crews
recognized as the NBA's player of the
week in January.
Just when the Magic actually began
to pull their season out of the dumps,
Nick blew it.
Nick went to a rap concert and broke
his face with someone's fist. The Magic
lando from Toledo, Ohio.
have since tumbled and now Nick has by Jason Lesko
Entering Bishop Moore High School
informed the team that, with a month STAFF REPORTER
in
Orlando,
he only stood 5 feet 8 inches
left in the season and though his face has
and
weighed
140 pounds. The weight
What
goes
through
an
athlete's
mind
healed, he does not wish to play. If he
room
became
his constant companion,
than
a
month
every
when
within
less
can't play in top form, he doesn't wish to
and
now
he
has
built himself up to 242
dream
that
they
have
struggled
to
acplay at all.
pounds
and
bench
presses 425.
complish
becomes
a
reality?
I have yet to hear Nick say anything
In
high
school
he
exemplified the term
"I
really
haven't
thought
about
it,"
said
about refusing to accept his paychecks.
student
athlete
to
a
tee. He was named
UCF
outside
linebacker
Bobby
Spitulski.
Anderson's attitude is ridiculously selfStudent after
the
school's
Most
Athletic
just
going
to
keep
working
hard
and
'Tm
centered and shows the kind of attitude
letteringthree
times
in
football
and basedoing
the
tlrings
that
got
me
here."
that makes bad NBA teams horrible.
ball
and
twice
in
both
weightlifting
and
has
been
described
by
NFL
Spitulski
Instead of taking it upon his shoulwrestling.
He
also
was
named
to
the
Allscouts
as
being,
"a
strong
athlete
with
ders to attempt to carry the Magic out of
State
teams
in
Football
and
Wrestling
and
foot
speed;
an
excellent
mobility
the NBA cellar by becoming a dominant
and dependabls force in the league, Nick explosive blitzer with an impressive clos- his senior year and was on the All Cenhas set his priorities in the opposite ing burst, who has the power to take on tral Florida baseball team.
Academically "Spit" excelled, graduatblockers head up."
direction.
ing
13th in a class of243 students, and now
Growing
up
on
the
baseball
diamond
It's interesting to see a basketball
carries
a 2.9 grade point average in liberal
the
gridiron,
Spitulski
didn't
instead
of
player turn down a chance to play in the
Bob Spitulski (56) stares over the
begin playingfoothall until his freshman
SPITULSKI continued page 9 offensive line. (Char1• K. Morrow1FuruRE)
FREE continued page 1O year of high school after moving to Or-

W

~

UCF Crew Club rows its boat
swiftly down sb'C8m of excellence
•

'

•

NFL preparing to come
caUing on UCF's $pitulsld
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And the "Winner is...-who
-lVill lVin, lVho should

about Oscar:
A look.back and a study
bj Cl)M g._

.

bj'lAtl J.~.
,.; : : ~i: : : : : :-~.·.
:~:"tftlt ')\ .This Monday, the stars will be out in full view; celebrities,

As we approach March 30, 19~2 - the night of the
t::f:jf~~ :jfj~ that is.
.
Academy Awards - we often forget about the glamorous yet
controversial past of the Oscars.
j~:·_.;.: ·it:. :-·~ :·}: . The~ be planning speeches, primping, exposing cleavThis award is the most sought after and prestigious in : :::~. : : ·
: : age, practicing their smiles. That's right, it's Oscar time!
Hollywood. Sixty-three movies have been honored with the"
The time ofyear that Hollywood honors its most artistically
best picture award since Oscar's introduction.
deserving or at least whomever gets the most votes.
"Oscar" himself was first introduced at a private party in :. : : : : ......,. ':::·:~;
The Oscar race this year is rough; one ofrecent memory's
.···-""·.:&tit#>> n1:::::.,. closest and hardest to call. In most categories, there
Los Angeles on May 16, 1929 in an awards ceremony

r

three to four hours, sometimes longer.

m:. *Wl' Jf. ... . ·

·<

.::::i~::,:...:":... .

1

.:f

{

• Best Supporting Actress: All the selections in

~~~~:c~~:;~: ::::::::sial. Remember•=: ! i! j ~:l '.: :=:;: .:· ~:~;:;:;·: : : :....:.~ ~ ·.:·:· : :'.: :·:~ ~. :~;~: ;~;:; :;:;i: : : : !f: :::::~~1:~:0~;~n:sn~:~-e~:c::c~:~:

when Littlefeather, an Indian woman standing 41 "t\
'":::::::::::::=::::;{::::::::·:-=-:····"'..
:::w:::=::· and the same goes for Diane Ladd since she was
for the absent Marlon Brando,· presented a written \ . . .,...
nominated last year.
Kate Nelligan, one of Hollywood's most durable
excuse as to why Brando was declining his Oscar for
best actor in "The Godfather?"
_
and reliable actres8es, was ·very good in 'The Prince of
In her acceptance speech, Vanessa Redgrave said
Tides,"butsheseemsdestinedtobeperpetuallylostin
thatshewouldcarryon thefightagainstanti-Semitism {' {if:
the Oscar shuffle.
and fascism. Laterin that particular program, novelist {! ·"'.}j..
This leaves Juliette Lewis and Mercedes Ruehl
and screenwriter Paddy Chaevsky, another presenter,
:~::
to battle it out.
rn pick Lewis. She created one of the most
received a standing ovation when he said he wished 1:: .
people would not use the Oscars to spread their per- \ '- '{:
memorable moments of movie tension as the young
sonal propaganda.
': "·
DanielleBrodinoppositeRobertDeNiroin"CapeFear."
Equally controversial is the way the Academy votes.
•Best SupportingActor: Tough, tough, TOUGH
It seems they forget a lot of true achievements in the
race! Harvey Keitel and Jack Palance are just about
evenodds,althoughTommyLeeJonesorMichealLemer
movies. Such overlooked films have been Orson Welles'
could pull a coup.
"Citizen Kane," Steven Spielberg's "E.T., The Extra TerFor my money, Keitel deserves to win and probrestrial" and "The Color Purple" or Spike Lee's "Do the
Right Thing."
ably will. A win by Keitel would reward him for work this
Even at last year's Oscars, Martin Scorsese was denied 1l; ·::.
past year in "Thelma & Louise," "Mortal Thoughts" and
an Oscar for his movie "Good Fellas."
~: i .....
"Bugsy."
"It is a popularity contest," said Roger Ebert, movie r -~~Jj]j~jf~~:,,..
•BestActress:First,let'sgetridofBetteMidler.
critic ofthe Chicago Sun-Times and partner of Gene SiskeI :; :Mr;~t:· ,. . : ·=::
She's out ofher league this year. Next, let's deal with the
on "Siskel and Ebert and the Movies."
\ ··:*fob."Thelma & Louise" tag-team voting block. It is very
After all, who can forget Sally Fields' acceptance when \ ~:::=:=:~::::-:
possible that Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon could
she won for her part in 'Places in the Heart."
=:
split the vote and cancel each other out.
"You like me," she said. "You really like me."
.t ./~·{;;·=:':;::::::.: ::~ This leaves Jodie Foster to win for her intense work as
However, Ebert was referring specifically to the fact . ::/\#?" ·
·~1tfii!~:=
agent Starling in "Silence of the Lambs." Foster not only
that "Dances with Wolves"-was the odds-on
.,.;::::==·· - j:r ::~:. -~f.:f:;::: :·
deserves to win, but she will.
favorite last year as best picture'over "Good ·:·.... ..
::::::·==·==::t:·
::;:::-. \·=·''%t:·
• Best Actor: By far the closest race of
Fellas," although Scorsese's gangster pic-i~~:m1It: ·:,~~
· .............·.· . ~·=·===..··=·=·:·===·=·"'"
'the year. Anthony Hopkins, Nick Nolte and
ture was clearly the better film.
=
n@m.,.. l
Warren Beatty are all fron~runners
Yet the Oscars' ability tQ overlook does
·· ·.·
this category. MeanwhileRobertDeNiro
not strictly come in the best picture catand Robin Williams are long shots.
egory. Up until wrhe Color ofMoney," Paul
Nolte was greatin "The Prince ofTides"
· Newman had never won an Oscar.
and "Cape Fear," so this may be the year
Likewise,RichardBurton, PeterO'Toole,
Hollywood pays honor to him. Hopkins
Al Pacino, Montgomery Clift, Greta Garbo,
stunned audiences in "Silence of the
Cary Grant, Kirk Douglas, Sigourney
Lambs," but Academy voters may be put
Weaver and Robin Williams all remain
off about voting for an imprisoned
Oscarless.
psycho-cannibal.
What about Beatty? "Bugsy"
Yet the Academy's inability to
recognize certain pieces of film is
could take home a few awards.
compensated by the recognition of ·=::' ·=···=::.
Why not add best actor to the list?
other great performances and pie- ·~:::·::==~=·····,,;:·· ·.·..
"Bugsy" has proven to be some of
tures.
,·
Beatty's best work ever, and an

l :. .·.

*·
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Seven decades of artistry from Andrew Wyeth
Major collection of watercolors a continuing exhibit at Jacksonvill~ Art Museum through mid-April
The Jacksonville Art Mu- Illinois and from "just about
seum is currently at t~e mid- every state."
Stein explained that the
Born in 1920,Andrew Wyeth point of a major exhibit sponhas become known as one of sored primarily through the AT show was in the planning
America's premier artists ofre- & T Universal card that gives stages for two to three years.
It was the brainchild ofJackalism and a chronicler ofAmeri- people a glimpse into the world
sonville Art Museum Director
can life that one does not nor- of Andrew Wyeth.
Named the "Southeastern Bruce Dempsey.
mally see in NormanRockwell's
Dempsey was al~o the motiCollections," the museum is disantiseptic world.
Wyeth, who works primarily playing 76 of Wyeth's water- vatingforce behind the Ramses
in watercolor, is noted for work color, dry brush and egg tem- exhibit that was held in Jacksonville five years ago.
pera works until April 19.
that is uncannily accurate.
"We've sold
"He had been wanting to do
Splitting his
over 50,000 tic~ one [on Wyeth] for some time,"
time between
~'I would say
ets," said Susan Stein said.
Maine and PennStein, exhibition
sylvania, Wyeth
director. "And I
is perhaps best
that over 30
would say that
known
for
over
30,000
"Christina's
have gone
[people] have
World," a water.gone through [the
color that depicts
through."
exhibit]."
the unflagging
"We have
spirit of a farm
people from all over the United
- - "':' WOJUftR'§.tricken with polio.
Then, the mid-1980s, the States [and] Canada," she
Helga paintings came to light, added.
While most of the visitors
a series ofpaintings ofa woman
who was a neighbor of Wyeth have been from Florida and
andbecamethe subject of more Georgia, there have been
than 200 works of Wyeth's eye people from as far west as California, from as far north as Arldrew Wyeth <PETER RALSTON)
over a 15 year period.

bg CBtft
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Correction ...
In the Mar. 24 isue of Collage, the page 10 review of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream"
referred to the director as a female. The director of that show
is Robert Hall.

. ~ We can help
~ youfind

"Bruce was introduced to the
series through some friends he
had in Jacksonville who knew
Wyeth. Through a series ofpersonal communications, the
show was secured."
Beginning with some of his
works as the teenaged son ofN.
C. Wyeth who is best known for
his own illustrations of books,
the works displayed at the current exhibit move all the way
up to his most recent paintings, includingone from the
Helga collection.
From landscapes
that display a sinister sort ofattraction
to the proud carriage of Wyeth's
Pennsylvanian
neighbors, the farmers and residents of Chadds
Ford that Wyeth grew up with,
the collection features a wide
range of work.
Included is a painting named
"Black Man" that was set down

had received in the mail.
With a short introductory
film sh.own periodically
throughout the day - as well
as a cassette guided tour available which includes interviews
with art critics and historians,
along with the artisthimselfthe exhibit is as informative as
it is interesting and certainly
worth the two-hour drive to
Jacksonville.
Museum
hours are 10
a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday
through Saturday or 1 to 8
p.m. Sundays.
Groups are admitted every
15 minutes.
Ticket prices
are $9.50 for general admission, $8.50 for senior citizens
{60 or older) or $5 for students
with a valid I.D. Parking is
free. For further information,
call 1-800-553-0019.

$2500 NOW AVAILABLE
IF YOU ARE A CURRENTI..Y ENROLLED STUDENT (GRAD/UNDERGRAD)
WE HA VE ·$2500 INSCHOLARS HIP MONEY WAITING FOR YOU (WHICH
NEVER HAS TO BE PAID BACK) REGARDLESS OF YOUR GPA OR
ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME.
TO CLAIM YOUR SCHOLARSHIPS JUST CALL:

THE UNITED SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
~

(305)460-5876

Get more for your money!

MONEY

FOR

Larg~st

2 Bedrooms Near UCF 2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft.
for only $525 per month! 3 bedroom/2 barh at $630!
$200 Deposit, $20 Application Fee.

COLLEGE

Every Student is Eligible
for Financial Aid
• CompreheNM o.tabMe - OV# 200,000
lisllf'IOS represenl t1i9l S 1ObilliOn11 pMll
ledDr llNl"Oll llid.

• Eay To U.. - - match~ s1UderU 1D
awards based on normMIOn prlMd9cl
ird111in9 career iii-. lllmity r.niaoe. nl

acaoemc 1111•es1S.

• Unique Award• - our research depa"11erl
has loa1tld sdiolaMips tor golf c:aclDts.
left·hancled studerts. U-1111ders.
~~.

Wldmot9.

• GuaranM - wa will fln:l al least MY9n
sou-ces ol pnvaie SICIOf llnl~ .aid,
or WI will rel\n:I 'fO!J money.

For more information and our FREE
brochure. please complete and mail
the coupon below.
(

Please send FREE scholarship
infonnation to:
·

I
lldlnu
I..,.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

:

Alafaya Woods Apts.

~------Slll•_Z-4>_

I v- .. Sctaii
I Pt-cir.( ' - - - - - - I MailTo:
I
C.F.S.F.
I
P.O. Box 948257
I

I

Maitland, FL 32794·8257

1-B00-434-11&s(ext.a183J

~I

L- __ !!O!l.!2.!."?,!!! ___ .;i

'\

3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind
Publix in Oviedo!

365-8388
~~~~~:n~~~~~:n!G~~~~:n~~~
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~ nn,~s
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adlz (f)f1,4.. • Banquets
• Any Special Occasion

I Bring I
I t~is ad I
in for
Bridesmaids, Mother of the Bride
I free I CENTRAL FLORIDAS WEDDING TRADmoN SINCE 1942.
I gitts !_________________________
I
.
I with
purFashion Square • 898-6122
I chase I Altamonte Mall • 339-3131
L _ _J Florida Mall • 855-7555

.,
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Rich's ne-w collection of poeins make up a
roadmap into our lives.and our -world
past eucalyptus, cypress,
agribusiness empires/ THE
It's not uncommon anymore SALAD BOWL OF THE
to see the effects our society has WORLD..."A sampling ofpeople
on the many. One ofthe reasons comes into view, a collection of
I enjoy Adrienne Rich's most the different styles of persons
recent collection of poems, "An who make up our world. The
Atlas of the Difficult World: Po- speaker questions the Ameriems 1988-1991," is her detailed canDream:"Ihadtomakemylife
images of the American people happen/ from day to day. Every
and its landscape. Most ofthese day an emergency. Now I have a
poems do not have titles but are house, a job from year to yearJ
numbered as parts of sections, What does that make me?"
much like roads connecting one
Ther~ is struggle in these postate w another. Rich searches ems between the natural order
r.=======;i and the wreckage
for a connector.
In one poem she be- ·
'caused by society.
gins, "Late summer,
Riclideclares,"Idon't
want w know/ wreckearly autumn·s, you can
see something that binds/
age, dreck and wast.e."
· the map of Ws country
The connection of
nature with humantogether... the roadsides from Vermont w California"_ kindisdealtwithinonepoemas
Although lined with "waste," the poet prepares w write and
thesearetheroadsthatformhope sees a spider spinning a web.
. forthespeakerofeachpoem.Rich Shesays, "Twofive-pointedstarprovides other poems that look at shaped candleholders, bought
ourcountry,itspeopleanddevas- at the Ben Franklin .. ./ .. .in betation. As one of her poems says; tween a spider is working."
Bywatchingthe spider and the
she gives us "a map of our country."Shedissectstheenvironmen- persistence the creature has t.o
tal issue, the homeless issue and creat.e her space, Rich acknowlthe searchforidentitywithin one's edges her own struggle for idenworld She reverently tackles dif- .tity. In the final lines of the poem,
ficult subjects.
the speaker seeks a reason for the
One starts with the image of persistence, the changes, the road
"a dark woman, head bent, lis- she took and says that it may all
teningfor something," and con- have been "simply/ w spin herself .
tinues as the woman drives ahousewithinahouse,onherown
down a road that leads her past, term&' in cold, in silence."

Nowopen24h(filrs
We know that there are times when
you '11 find yourself working around
the clock to get an important
project completed on time. And
that's why we're open 24 hours a
day... every day.
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Come into the Kinko's listed between lOpm and 7am and save
on in-store, self-service Mac~los~® computer rentl;ll time. One
coupon per customer. Nol valid with other offers. Coupon
good through April 30, 1992.
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The BeSt Summer ]ob
you'll ever have!
In your own hometown.
1-800-443-3059
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(Across from UCF)

conflict of personal identity in
"Eastern WarTime" and writes,
"fm a man-child praising God
he's a man/I'm a woman bargaining for a chicken/ I'm a
woman who sells for a boat
ticket/ I'm a family dispersed
between night and fog."
Rich seeks a commonalty
among people and, in doing so,
finds herself while shifting t.o find
her place among the sadness, despair, jubilance, hunger and ecstasy of our world.
In the end she realizes, "I
know you are reading this poem
because there is nothing else
left ro read/therewhereyouhave
landed, stripped as you are."
Thesepoemsformaconnection
between the poet, her readers and
the world To read through the
"roads" of Rich's poems, readers
are challenged to examine their
place in th~ world 'Rich's collection is beautiful and daring, and
_charters inro the world in which
we live and the world that we have
creat:OO.

"1ufrom
house to house, ·
getttwill1Y food or
clothes they
mdgiyeme.
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Bring Frie.nds .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

JOB SEARCH SERVICES, INC.

out to~needy

·
neigliborhood.,, ·
~mthe
-lack Powell

ARE YOU REALLY READY TO INTERVIEW?

OUTLET

TIME IS RUNNING OUT.....

Belz Factory
Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID
YOUR EDUCATION COST: $40,000

+

YOUR HOURS OF STUDYING AND STRESS COST:

Salisbury.MO

Jad Powell is one of the little answers to
the big problems facing every comm uni~ in
America. And because there are more people than problems, things will get done. All
you have to do is something. Do anything.

A P?!~T~ ?! TL,ICJI;!T

????

Do 10111ethlng good. Feel something real.

JOB SEARCH SERVICES, INC.
"10 POINT PACKET"
TO ENSURE YOUR INTERVIEW SUCCESS: $29.95
TllROUGllTlllS EXCLUSIVEOllFER YOU WILL RECEIVE Tim "10 l'OINTl'ACK~T'
A COMl'RmmNSIVE INTERVll!;WING PACKET CONTAINING TllE 10 SUCCESSFUL
Sl'El'S NEEDED TO ACE TllE INTERVIEW AND GET TllE JOB OFFER.

so ll"JltlT ,(RB )'OU IYAITING l'OH?

TAKE T/IE FIRST srnr
TOll'AllDS SUCCESS AND ORDER TOIJAl'!!

Joh Sc:Arch Servi«,, Inc.

r.o. Uo1 182208

Cassclhcny, t·L 327 IS-2208

E>ooka for The Performing ({) fine Arts
Traditionnl Coffec House
Rchcnrsnl &tudioa

With Love

Sud check or mon•r order pRJ•bl• lo Job Search Servi«•, Inc.
Enclose Ibis onkr fonn lo cn•urc pmpcr ddi•cry.
Check quantity desired:. - I $ 29.95 - l $ 55.00 - 5 $125.00
(add $3.00 •hlppin1 and bandlini: lo all ortlcrs)

M/CnrVi.a _ _~'----"----'-----••P·-~-•

Name:: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .
Addrtu: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Reach Out

11

Alome. Avenue,

•

United way
THE HEART
OF FLCVRIDA
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Top ten alternative groups being played
on WUCF radio (89.9 FM)
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Some major new albums are
on the horizon in the next few
months/rhe latest albwn from
TheCure, "Wish,"isdueonApril
20. Groove-rockers Dee-Light
will release their sophomore effort in June; rumor has it that
this album will be very
danceable. Some albums available now... Michele Shocked,
Cameo and They Might Be Giants.
Anthrax has signed a multimillion dollar, multi-album con-

tract with Elektra records. This
is just the latest instance of
major artists signing big contracts in the foot steps of
Aerosmith and Micheal Jackson.
In a fitting tribute to the late
Freddy Mercury, who died of
AIDS this year, two Queen songs
have reentered the charts this
month. A remake of "We Will
Rock You" has broken the Hot
100 due to its e~posure in the
film Gladiator. Also, "Bohemian
Rhapsody" has popped back in
the Hot 100 after a 16-year ab-

sence.
Billboard single action was
hot this week.Vanessa Williams
scored her first No. 1 single with
"Save the Best For Last." Mr.
Big falls to No. 2, Eric Clapton
lands at No. 3. This is Clapton's
first top five hit in many, many,
years. Still holding on in the top
five,MichaelJacksonandRight
Said Fred.
Early birds, set you watches...
at 12:01 am on March 31, new
albums from Def Lepard and
Bruce Springsteen will go on
sale at area record stores...

Marshall Crenshaw: A solid rock 'n'
roller lVho knolVs ·that 'Life's Too Short'
• Marshall Crenshaw
Title: Life's Too Short
Producer: Ed Stasium
Label: MCA
Some might pity Marshall
Crenshaw.
To start, he had the audacity to be a rockabilly artist
when the punk movement was
in full bloom.
Thenp he can't get any serious airplay in spite of the
fact that every one of his albums released in the past de-.
cade has been full of solid
material.
And you won't see his name
on the Billboard or Variety
Top Ten charts.
In fact, last May, Ken
Tucker of the Village Voice
pointed out that Crenshaw
might be a "No Hit Wonder."
No apologies needed, however. Those who know good
rock music are quite aware of
Marshall Crenshaw and the
work he's done since first
appearing ill 1982.
"Life's Too Short" i·s no
exception.Crenshaw's craftsmanship shines throu once
more.
Crenshaw has the ability to
. write sensible lyrics that tum

OSCAR "PICKS"

phrases nicely and make good
use of irony and allegory.
He also composes good pop
riffs that' are memorable
without being trite. He seems
to combine the sounds of Nick
Lowe with Crowded House.
The album opens with "Better Back Off," a song chastising his listener to "take it slow" ·
since "you're talkip.g about
someone I love." As it happens,
the "someone" Cren.shaw_refers to is the listener being addressed.
In "Fantastic Planet of
Love," he envies someone
else's ability to "smile even
when heartbreak/is closing
in around you" and says
"that's one thing/I ought to
learn how to do."
"Walkin' Around" is an
upbeat pop number that deals
with, of all things, the breakup of a relationship.
"Starting Tomorrow" is a
slow and easy affirmation of
love._
But perhaps the high point
of this work is "Everything' s
the Truth," a personalized
study of the current state of
equivocation that everyone
from politicians to students is

Lambs." -His stark, gritty and
haunting direction made "SiFROM PAGE Cl
lence" one ofthe years best films.
Oscar is in his future.
By the way, do you know why
• Best Director: This nomi- BarbaraStriesanddidn'tgetnomination list is a who's who of nated?Because she didn't deserve
directors. Oliver Stone is back it; now quit your yapping!!
again this year with "JFK"
• Best Picture: Though
Stone's film was simply too abra- "Beauty & The Beast" is -the
sive to take home this award. first animated film to be nomiRidley ScottandBarry Levinson nated for best picture, it has no
both directed masterpieces but hope of winning.
this year is not for them.
In fact, with other pictures
John Singleton has become like "Thelma & Louise," "Boyz
the first black ever nominated In The Hood" and "Barton Fink"
in this category as well as the not being nominated, "Beauty"
youngest director ever nomi- seems like a poor choice to even
nated.
be in the running.
His "Boyz In The Hood" is
Speaking of poor choices one of the best films of 1991, "The Prince Of'Tides" is an overalthough it was snubbed for best ripe piece of therapy for 1980s'
picture mentions. He deserves rejects, while "JFK" is too conto win. His picture offered char- troversial and too challenged to
acterization and honesty not be given this honor.
often seen on the silver screen.
What's left?
He won't win.
"Bugsy" and "Silence of the
ThisawardgoestoJohnathan Lambs" are the only choices. I
Demme and "Silence of the predict "Bugsy" will win. It goes

1. KMFDA
2. Mighty Mighty Basstones
3. Sugarcubes
4. Fatima Mansions
5. P.l.L.
6. _Lightning Seeds
7. Carter USM
8. Curve
9. Church
10. Follow For Now
OSCAR HISTORY
FROM PAGE Cl
I

Witness Jessica Tandy's win
for her part in "Driving Miss
Daisy," Kathy Bates for "Misery," John Wayne for "True
Grit" an~ Daniel Day Lewis

guilty of. In it, he questions,
"why not do what millions do/
and just say everything's the
truth."
The whole thing finishes
up with "Somewhere Down the
Line," another easygoing tune
written primarily in quatrains.
Once again, Crenshaw has
given his audience an album
that is enjoyable, challenging,
reliable work.
And, once again, people will
probably ignore it.
What a pity.

beyond gangster pictures and
becomes the story of a person
with dreams and conflicts - a
classic tragedy, if you please.
"Silence" is also great, but its
content is too graphic and violent to pull off a victory.
• Quick Picks: "Bugsy" will
come closest to a sweep with
more than two awards. "Silence"
will gamer a statue or two while .
"JFK" and "Prince of Tides" will
be shut out. "Beauty and the
Beast" will win both original
song and score. "Silence" will
win Best Adapted Screenplay
and "Thelma & Louise" will win
original screenplay.
"T2" is a shoe-in for all sound
and special effect awards.
Predictions, are just that:
predictions. Like many of you, I
will be glued to the television
Monday evening to find out who
takes Oscar home and to see
who shows the best cleavage.
After all, in Hollywood, anything is possible.

for "My Left Foot."
• At least long, recent Oscar
productions have been easier to
stomach lately with great hosting by Billy Crystal, Chevy
Chase, Johnny Carson, Bob
Hope and Robin Williams.

